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ABSTRACT

employee

nrant>. n,p«w

The concept of radiation induced defects traveling large distances by
foc.ussed collision sequences (focusons) without thermal activation has im-
portant consequences in radiation effect studies. The focussed collision
sequences are of two types: (1) "Silsbee focussing" or momentum focussing
which can cause defect pairs to form large distances from the primary knock-
on and (2) focussed replacement collisions also called "dynamic crowdions"
where mass transport causes a large separation between the vacancy and its
interstitial. Direct experimental evidence for focussed collision se-
quences is in short supply and conflicting. The sputtering patterns as-
sociated with close packed crystalline directions from the back scattering
of charged particles seemed to substantiate long range focussed collisions
until it was pointed out that collision chains need not be long to yield
such patterns. More recently, transmission sputtering has been used with
conflicting results. Ecker et al. found no evidence for focusons greater
than 17 atom distances whereas preliminary results of Siedman et al. sug-
gest several hundred atom distances. Keil and co-workers found evidence
for replacement collision sequences of 100 atom distances by stereo elec-
tron microscopy of interstitial agglomerates interjected by low energy
heavy ion bombardment. Expei'iments by Kirk et al. and Becker and co-workers
on ordered alloys, are only sensitive to dynamic crowdions. Kirk and co-
workers result on the changes in magnetic pi*oporties of NijMn induced by
thermal neutron bombardment strongly support long range focusons (>30 atom
distances) whereas Wollenberger found no evidence for focusons with 1 and
3 MeV electron irradiation. Theoretical treatments of Leibfried suggest
a maximum length of 30 atom distances whereas Holmes' modified treatment
suggests less than 10 atom distances.

INTRODUCTION

It is now more or less accepted that the displacement cascade result-

ing from a high energy knock-on consists of a nucleus vacancy rich with a

peripheral region interstitial rich. This so called depleted or Seeger

zone was conceived as a result of the concept of long range replacement

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.



collisions. It is the purpose of this dissertation to evaluate the avail-

able evidence and form some conclusions as to the existence of and the

probable length of collision chains.

It might be well to start at the beginning. In 1956 the idea of long

range focussed chains was introduced at the ASM seminar on creep and re-

covery in order to explain radiation effects experiments performed on

elastic constants and on the disorder of ordered alloys. These experi-

ments seemed to show that interstitial atoms traveled long distances com-

pared to the expected size of the displacement cascade. It was accordingly

suggested that the interstitial atom was in a crowdion form and, therefore,

constrained to move along a line enabling the interstitial atom to travel

long distances by a series of replacement collisions. These long range

replacement collisions are now sometimes referred to as "dynamic crowdion"

events. It was also suggested that these dynamic crowdions would canse many of

the interstitial atoms to travel long distances from the origin of the en-

ergetic knock-on leading to the formation of a depleted zone.

2
Shortly thereafter, Silsbee suggested another mechanism by which

interstitial atoms could travel long distances. He suggested that momentum

can be focussed in some cases so that atom chains can be used to transfer

energy without mass. In Silsbee focussing there is an energy impulse

delivered at the head of an atom chain which can cause an atomic displace-

ment at the tail of the chain without a net transfer in position of tlio

other atoms in a chain.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF FOCUSSING

Silsbee Focussing

It is important to note that, there are important differences between

Silsbee focussing and replacement collision sequences. In

Silsbee focussing momentum is transferred down the chain. The

transfer will continue either until a) all the energy is dissipated or b)

the chain strikes a discontinuity such as a surface. In so far as

radiation damn go is concerned, case (a) wilj dissipate energy

without defect formation where as in en so (b) a defect p;iir



will form at the discontinuity. Obviously this focussing mechanism may be

pertinent to sputtering, but will not in general, result in defect segre-

gation. The basic concepts are illustrated in Fig. 1. The critical cri-

teria for focussing is that

the parameter a (the ratio

of the interatomic distance,

d, to the hard sphere diam-

eter r ) be less than 2.

r is determined by the core

repulsive energy which is

not well known but estimated

by various interatomic po-

tentials. This hard sphere

radius decreases as a func-

tion of energy for the accepted repulsive forces so that focussing is more

likely at low energies than at high. It can b<? concluded from the con-

sideration of various repulsive potentials that focussing will not be

important for knock-on energies greater than 100 eV. Energy losses will

occur as the energy impulse is transmitted along the atom chain despite

the fact that no net atomic displacement occurs. The major loss in energy

arises from the interaction of the atom with its neighbor atoms in adjacent

chains as it moves from its rest position to strike its neighbor in the

chain and returns to its rest position. This loss wil] obviously increase

as the energy decreases so that the length of the chain will be extremely

sensitive to the repulsive force. It is conceivable that Silsbee focussir.g

could cause displacement hundreds of atom distances from the initial knock-

Fig. 1. Binary collisions in a focuson.
The angle 3 decreases, i.e. focussing
occurs, if d/r < 2. (See ref. 2.)

o

Replacement Collision Sequences

There have been a number of theoretical studies of replacement col-

lision sequences since 1959 including those of Leibfried, Ducsing and
4 5

Leibfried, and Anderson and Sigmund. The basic idea as in the case of
Silsbee focusons has been to calculate the maximum replacement collision



chain length from the determination of the energy lost in single replace-

ment together with a maximum focussing energy. These studies suggest a

maximum chain length of about 30 atom distances.

More recently Holmes and Robinson have attacked this problem by using

computer simulation. This treatment has the advantage that it enables

focussed collisions to be studied in a displacement cascade with thermal

effects.

For these studies they used the Marlowe program which utilizes binary

collision theory as in the case of the previous studies. They point out,

however, that the binary collision model underestimates the energy losses

to the adjacent atoms compared to a model which calculates the complete

classical trajectories of a displaced atom and the eight target atoms with

which it simultaneous interacts. They find a loss of 0.67 oV associated

with a single replacement event compared to 0.13 eV. in the binary col-

lision model. The major factor contributing to this extra energy loss is

the repulsive force of the atom about to be struck which increases the

interaction between atoms in neighboring chains by slowing down the moving

atom.

The results of these calculation;.; for a 400 eV cascade which over

emphasize repLicement events are shown in Table I. It should be noted

that the zero point energy substantially reduce.'; the length of the long

(13 a ) chains. Most of this effect results from energy losses due to in-
o

complete energy transfer to the struck atom. The net losses per replacement

event increase from 0.15 to 1.5 eV so that Marlowe with temperature ef-

fects probably does not excessively overestimate replacement events.

TABLE 1.

without zero witli zero point
point energy energy

No. replacements 55.A 36
Isolated replacements 8.7 8.6
Replacements in pairs 7.0 7.6
Replacements in seq. (3 or longer) 40 19.9
No. of sequences 3 3.1
Average length of seq. 3 3.3 6.3



It should be emphasized that the major losses are from zero point

energy and altering the interatomic potential, which is an approximation

at best, will not greatly effect conclusions relating to replacement events.

In these computations, however, as Holmes'* points out correlated thermal

motions are not taken into effect and could conceivably reduce zero point

energy losses.

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

The experimental evidence for replacement collisions is found in

several different kinds of experiments.

Sputtering Experiments

Back Scattering

/ / s '

Colleclot plaic

The basic idea of heavy ion backseattering is shown in Fig. 2. The

target material is struck by ions (Ze , Kr or Ar in the experiments

discussed here) accelerated to energies ranging from one hundred volts to

1 MeV. The resulting sputtering

showed distinct patterns related to

major crystallographic directions

in the target atom (see Fig. 3).

Until Lehmann and Sigmund pointed

Cryiui 1/>/__ — —" [J out that surface atoms will be

preferentially ejected along near-

est neighbor direction (i.e. <11Q>

directions) by nearest neighbor

collisions, it was assumed that

these patterns were evidence for

long range focussing effects.

Despite studies of the spot

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of back-
scattering sputtering. (See ref. 13.)

profile which appears to be narrower than Lehmann and Sigmund predict

these experiments are at this time, largely discounted as evidence foi"

long range (>5 a ) collision sequences.
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Transmission Sputtering Experiments

The basic idea in transmission sputtering experiments is to bombard

the front face of a target foil with very low energy ions and count the

knock-on atoms emerging from the back face. By varying the thickness of

the foil, the maximum range of focussing collision can be determined. This

technique has a disadvantage that it. cannot distinguish Silsbee focussing

from long range replacement collision sequences. It should be also noted

that the experimentor must be careful not to be fooled by channeling of the

bombarding atom.

Two experiments of this type have

been performed with conflicting results.

'&''•'•} ' Ecker bombarded Au foils at room tem-
'••&•' . o

perature as thin as 40 A with 0.25 to 8

c\ v keV Ar , Kr , and Xe ions. Both sides
"^Vi" •

.'•"'•f of the target were cleaned by sputtering

before the irradiation. The atoms sput-

tered by transmission were collected on
o

„ . . thin carbon films (200 A thick) mounted
Fig. 3. Backscattenng sput-
tering patterns from {111} gold on microscope grids. The sputtered gold
foils bombarded with Ar ions. , , . . , ,.,„,. ,..,
_. i Tin w a s then delected with I-.MMA (hlectron
The spots correspond to <110>
Directions. (See ref. 13.) Microscope and Microprobo Analysis) which

_3
had a sensitivity of .10 monolayers of Au over a spatial resolution (if 2i:m.
In this way, a total sputtering yield of 10 atoms/cm could be dt't erti-d.

The results can be summarized in the following way: for ion energies

ranging from 2 to 8 keV sputtering transmission yields wort- large for
o

sample thicknesses as great as 250 A but were, attributed to channeling

rather than focussing. At very low energies (less than 500 eV) where

channeling could not occur, small or undetectable transmission sputtering

yields were observed. These results (shown in Table II) were interpreted

as evidence that the range of focusons was less than 50 A.
9

A similar experiment was carried out by Sicdmnn and co-workers at

Cornell University. In this experiment, I ho An foil was bombarded by

700 eV Xc ions. The foil w.is thinned by backseat! IT ing until trans-

mission sputtering was detected by a ChaniK-Hrif, Electron Multiplier
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TABLE
Successful runs

Ion

Ar+

Kr+

Xe+

E(keV)

0.6

2

U

d(A)

100

95

130

Unscccssful runs (S <
e

0.5

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.25

150

130

80

70

45

35

11

S (atoms/ion)
e

0.0085

0.031

0.14

detection limit)

O x 10~3

<5 x 10~3

<5 x 10~3

<1 x l(f3

<3 x 10~3

<3 x 10~3

See reference 8.

Array (CEMA) system. The

range of the focuson was

then determined by measuring

the thickness of the foil.

The validity of the detection

technique depends on the

sputtered atom being ejected

as an ion since charge is

measured by CEMA and on the

integrity o* the foil. The

foil can be cooled to cryo-

gen. • temperatures (and the

preliminary measurements

referred to here were made

at low temperature) so the

temperature dependence can be

determined. The results as

already rioted appear to be inconsistent with Ecker's results as very long
o

range (>800 A) focussons have l.oen inferred at low temperatures.

If the work of Holmes and Kobinson is taken seriously, the discrep-

ancies of these two results cannot be explained by temperature effects.

Of greater consideration perhaps is the limit of detection which is orders

of magnitude greater in the Siedm.w than in the Ecker experiments.

Neutron SputJ._c.ring

Neutron sputtering experiments arc extremely difficult to perform.

Over the past decade only a few experiments have been performed and in

those the sputtering yields vary by orders of magnitude. Recently Kirk

et al. have performed probably the best experiment of this type and for

the first time obtained a sputtering pattern.* It should be noted that the

pattern is not consistent with lh.it of spiiitoring in i-rystallographic direc-

tions (i.e. no spot patterns was observed). In faol , tin" spun .-ring

12
*Sp»Ltering patterns wore presumed to have been soen by Carbor et al..
However, consideration of the geometry involved clearly shows that pat-
terns are impossible to observe.



pattern is consistent with that expected from random sputtering. It can

be concluded from this experiment that less than 15% of the atoms are

ejected as focusons.

Interstitial Ejection

This method of studying focussing effect!* is similar to that of trans-

mission in that the surface is bombarded with low energy ion;; to induce

focussing events. The samples arc,

however, thicker than the range so

that the sputtered atoms must be

visually studied in the interior

of the sample. In the experiments

of this typo described here, the

long range focussing can be iden-

tified as the replacement col-

lision type as only interstitial

atom clusters are uniquely identified.

The first experiments: of this

type wore performed by B. Herlel

,r
and co-workers. They bombarded Cu,

/ V '' r I J An, and Nb with 5 MeV Ar+ and ob-

s*»..*i "• * • • «• "•̂.'/.i" " " served by means of stereo trans-

mission electron microscopy the

Fig. .'.. Depth distributions of inter- ncc. o f l l U o r s l „,..,, aB|,loH_
stitial agglomerates in Cu bombarded
with 5 MeV Ar to a dose of 1.3 x 10'!
Ar/cm^ together with the angles
between the surface atu\ all [110}
directions. Surface orientations:
a) {100}, b) {110}, c) {112}, d)
{120}. (See ref. 11.)

crates at depth:; ranging up to
o

several hundred A. The result:: for

copper arc shown in Table 111 and

Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution
of defects as a function of depth

for two orientations. Note the double maximum in t lie (.110} orientation

foil ((b) in Fig. 4) due to the five <110- directions available for re-

placement collisions (the largo maxima is the result of the coincidence

of four <110> directions).



TABLE

{100}

1

170

III.

{110}

2

200

{112}

3

190

{120}

3

17

Foil orientation

No. of maxima
o

Range (A)
Average = 180 i 15

(See reference 11)
The original experiment has been criticized with Ecker8 pointing out

that the considerable channeling of Ar may occur at 5 MeV and the agglom-

erates may be the- result of this rather than replacement collision se-

quences. hVrtel et al. ' has subsequently rebutted this argument to some

degree by showing the presence of large amounts of Ar near the surface. A

more important argument in support of replacement collision sequences seems

to be the presence of double maximum which cannot easily be. attributed to

channeling.

13
Thomas and Variables studied the disappearance of (vacancy) teliahedra

in gold irradiation by 300 eV Xe at tempera lures from 25 to 300 K. They

explicitly assumed focussing of the order of 100 A combined with inter-

stitial migration to explain the disappearance or change in structure of

the telirahedra. They concluded, however, that very long range (i e.

>1000 A) collisions were unlikely.

KitO(!__l_oii_Kmi sr.ion Studiej>

l/i
Beavon, Scalon and Siedman bombarded a tungsten single crystal with

20 keV ionr. at IP. K. Using the F1M techniques developed so well at Cornell

University to study the defect distribution, the surface of the sample was

stripped atom layer by atom layer and the vacancies and interstitial.*; as-

sociated with a single cascade were located. In this way, they could

study the structure of one displacement' cascade. The results can be sum-

marized (see Fig. 5 and Table IV) in the following way. A cascade of

160 displaced atoms..was formed. The vacancies wore found in a localized

region (depleted zone) with 17 interstitial!1 in the vicinity of the vacancy

region. Twenty-five additional interstitial atoms (Self lntersitital Atoms

in Siedman's rotation) were found peripheral to the depleted zone with an
o

average distance of 65 A. It was postulated that thos-'t atoms wore trans-

ported by means of <111> and <110> replacement col .1 ipions.
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Fig. 5. An isometric drawing showing
the relationship of the SIAs in the
lattice to the depleted zone detected
in the <111> plane. The numbers near
the SIAs correspond to the numbers in
Table IV. The direction of the in-
cident ion beam {^[211]} is almost
normal to the plane of the page. The
arrows from the depleted ?.one to the
SIAs indicate the most probable
propagation directions. (See ref. 14)

flp (10 f(I cm)

Fig. 6. Damage rate curves of neutron
bombarded niobium with different
amounts of nitrogen impurities. The
rate of resistivity change is plotted
as a function of resistivity. The
high damage rate near the origin is
attributed to long range foetissed col-
lision sequences. (Sec ref. 18)

The balance of the interstitial

atoms (i.e. 118 atoms) could not

be located. They either traveled

through the crystal (several hundred
o

A) or were not seen by the FJM. This

experiment is strong evidence for

replacement collisions, however,

the ratio of replacement collision

sequences to displacements cannot be

directly determined due to the

missing interstitial atoms.

Dose Kale Kxperiments

The study of defect production

as a function of energetic particle

bombardment at low temperatures

(below stage ]) shows abnormally

high production rates at low doses

(see Fig. 6). Burger et a]. who

first saw this effect attributed

this abnormal rate to the presence

of long range collision sequences.

His argument can be understood

in the following way. The sponta-

neous recombination volume if.

determined by the minimum separation

distance between a stable vacancy

and interstitial. At very low doses

the damage rate will be extraor-

dinarily high because tiie mean dis-

tance between cascades will be large

compared to t lip length of the

focusons with the result th.it little

defect annihilation will result

from the focusons. As tho
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bombardment proceeds the increasing cascade density increases the possi-

bility that defect annihilation will result from the focusons. As the

bombardment proceeds the possibility of annihilation continues to increase

until the situation is reached where the mean distance between cascades is

much smaller than the cascade length. At this point, focusons play a minor

role in the damage and a linear dependence occurs. It is obvious that the

dose dependence near the origin can be interpreted (if the recombination

radius and the capture radius of the vacancies and interstitials are known)

to yield a mean replacement chain length. A variety of people including

Swanson, Wollenberger and Keil et al. in addition to Burger, " have

made detailed studies and analysis of the dose rate to determine replacement
18

chain length. Perhaps the most detailed analysis was done by Keil et al.

In addition to showing that the dose dependence of the damage rate at low

doses was consistent with the long range focuson model (Fig. 7) they also

studied the dependence of the focuson length on the parameters of defect

capture radius and recombination radius.

•""he results of all these studies are consistent with each other in that

it is required that a large fraction of the displacements be in the form
o

of focusons with lengths in excess of a 1000 A in order to explain the high

damage rate of low bombardment doses. While this will be. discussed further,

it is worth noting at this time, that the results are inconsistent with

other measurements and it is likely that the anomaly in the damage rate is

not the result of focusons.

Disordering of Oi"dered Alloys

Ordered alloys are a powerful tool in the study of long range replace-

ment sequences as they leave a disordered track as shown in Fig. 8 which

can be readily identified. Of great import;..'.ce is the uniqueness of dis-

order. Note in Fig. 8 that in thermally or randomly disordered samples

the B atom has 9 A and 3 15 nearest neighbors compared to 10 A and 2 li in

the case of disorder caused by replacement collisions.

This unique structure can be identified according to the theory of
19

Marcinkowski and Poliak by studying the magnetic properties of Ni Mn,
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Fig. 7. The logarithm of the de- Fig. 8. Schematic diagram showing
p. rture of the damage rate of neu- the disorder produced in an ordered
iron bombarded metals (see Fig. 6) A3B alloy by the passage of a
from linearity is plotted as a func- replacement sequence. (See ref. 22).
tion of resistivity. The linear de-
pendence is in agreement with that
expected from the replacement col-
lision mode] (See ref. 18).

This theory, which has been verified by scattering studies of polarized
20 21

neutrons and by nuclear magnetic resonance studies" of nickel rich

manganese alloys, states that manganese (normally antiferromagnctic) is

held in the ferromagnetic state if it has 10 or more nickel neighbors

(2 or less manganese neighbors). Thus the disorder caused by replacement

collisions will not change the magnetic properties of a perfectly ordered

Ni_Mn alloy. Large changes will be observed in the disorder caused by

random displacements (the saturation magnetization or ordered Ni.,Mn is

more, than one order of magniCure greater than the disordered) such as

z> direct interchange of the nickel and manganese. This latter case

results in a manganese atom having three nearest manganese neighbors.

However, in highly ordered material the number of manganese atoms with

a manganese neighbor will increase as the order decreases. A replacement

collision in the vicinity of a manganese atom pair, may result: in a manganese

atom having throe manganese neighbors with a consequent shift: to the
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Fig. 9. Ni,Mn <100>planes (a) = Ni and 1 = Mn; (b) 0 = ferromagnetically
aligned Mn atom; number not equal to zero is antifcrromagnetically <aligned
Mn atom.

antiferromagnetic state (see Fig. 9). It is clear that changes in the

saturation magnetization caused by long range collision sequences would

be dependent on degree of order, S, with the changes increasing with

decreasing order.

Computer simulation studies of magnetic changes induced by <H0> re-
22

placmeent sequences as a function of order were made by Kirk ft al. In

this simulation, Ni and Mn atoms were distributed by a random numbor

generator in ccordance with the. order parameter and the number of Mn

pairs, triple. etc. were counted. A replacement chain was then initiated .

and the number • Mn pairs,triplets, etc., were again counted. Tt was as-

sumed that eacli additional manganese triplet or higher order complex caused

a spin flip. The change in magnetization per unit replacement" length was

then calculated. The results of this computer simulation are shown in Fig.
10.

Experimentally Kirk et al. bombarded Ni.Mn of different degrees of

order with thermal neutrons at 5 K and studied the changes in magnetization.

One or morn gamma rays are emitted on neutron capture and to conserve

momentum the atom recoils with an amount of energy determined by the mass
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COMPUTER MODEL

IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

LONG RANGE ORDER, 5

Fig. 10. Computer model of the number of antiferromagnetically aligned
Mn atoms (spin flips) created by the passage of an 80 atom replacement
collision sequence together with the experimental results. (See ref. 22.)

and the y ray spectrum. The average recoil energy in Ni Mn is 470 eV.

From the changes in magnetization and the computer simulation it was

found that 128 atoms were replaced per neutron capture event. Within

experimental error each of four different degress of order ranging from

S = 0.58 to S = 0.95 showed the same number of replacements (see Fig. 10).

It is not clear from this experiment how the replacements are distributed

amongst the displaced atoms. From a modified Kinchin and Pease treatment

four or five displacements should be expected per neutron capture. If it

is assumed that each displacement forms a <110> replacement chain then as

average of 25 or 30 replacements are measured per displacement. It seems

more likely that there are fewer and therefore longer collision sequences

than are estimated in the averaging process.

The long range collision sequences induced by energetic neutron bom-

bardment were also studied in Ni,Mn with the identical technique used in

thermal neutron bombardment. In this case, simultaneous measurements of

the changes in magnetic saturation were made with two samples of different

order (S = 0.90 and S = 0.80). From these two measurements it was possible

to sort out the. damage due to random disorder (Ni-Mn interchange) and from
3

<110> replacement collisions. These measurements suggest about 3.2 x 10
2

interchanges compared to a net replacement chain length of 6 x 10 atom dis-

tances. It should be noted that as the knock-on energy increases the



efficiency of the replacement chains decreases (470 eV results in 128

replacements; 2 x 10 eV results in 600 replacements) It should
23

a?..so be noted that Becker et al. also studied resistivity and magnetic

changes in 1 and 3 MeV electron irradiated Ni Mn and found no evidence

for long range replacement sequences.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the inconsistencies in the various experiments it does seem

that strong evidence for long range focussed replacement collision se-

quences exists. There does not, however, appear to be substantial

evidence to support Silsbee focussing.

The three experiments which seem often the strongest evidence are the
*] 3

disordering epxeriments, the FIM experiments; and the injection experi-

ments. The latter two experiments clearly show the existence of long

replacement chains. The Ni«Mn experiments while they do not show specific

replacement lengths offer evidence as to the total number of replacement:

collisions in a high energy cascade. (In the case of low energy cascades -

470 eV knock-ons - they do show that replacement chains are at least 25

atoms in length)- From these three experiments it can be concluded that

in a high energy cascade (<20 keV( from ten to twenty <]10> replacement

collisions in the close packed direction are formed with a length of 25 to

50 replacements. There may be additional replacements in the <100> direction

in the fee metals and tUe <]10> direction in the bec metals.
10

The neutron sputtering experiments confirm that" focussing collisions

if they do exist, are relatively few in number compared to the total numbers

of atoms displaced in a higli energy cascade. If indeed, as hns been sug-

gested, there are only ten to twenty replacement sequences per cascade

they would not increase the sputtering yield to the extent that they could

be measured in the Kirk-Conner experiment.

The transmission sputtering experiments are somewhat difficult to
Q

fit in this picutre. The Ecker experiment suggests thai replacements of

*The FIM experiments are consistent with the Ni Mn results only if the:
majority of the intorstitials which arc utwiccoimtod rem.iin unseen in the
displacement cascade.



less than 17 atom distances in contrast to the 25 to 50 atom distar.ee

suggested as the most likely values. The large value of

the focuson length in experiments of Siedman et al. may be attributed

to the extreme sensitivity of the detection device. The experiment is

designed to measure maximum focuson length rather than average lengths.

It may well be that the sensitivity of the detector was sufficiently

great that focusons well beyond the average length were detected. The

experiments using the abnormally high damage rate near the origin are

hard to take seriously. They are indirect measurements which yield

results well beyond those found by more direct measurement. The

interpretation that focussing events are responsible for the abnornal

results needs substantiation.

The calculations of Holmes and Robinson are not in agreement with

the experiments. The conditions of the Ni_Mn experiment is very close

to that of the computer simulation in that the knock-on energies are

nearly the same. The computer results differ in the total number of

replacements by a factor of three, but even more important, the dis-

tribution does not appear to be correct for one half of the replacements

found in the calculation are isolated replacements or replacements in

pairs. These replacements are equivalent to random disordering and would

produce changes in the magnetic properties of N: Mn which are not con-

sistent with the observed dependence of magnetic changes on the order

parameter. Holmes and Robinson note that their calculations need

further refinement in that a direct simulation of Ni Mn is needed. In

this case (which they are planning lo study) a more careful comparison

between experiment and theory can be made.

There is clearly more work to be done in theory of displacement cas-

cades. Of particular importance is the fast neutron Ni.,Mn experiments.
3

These show that 3.2 x 10 Mn atoms are rearranged in a random way by a

20 kcV knock-on. This can only be done by intorchange of Ni and Mn atoms

or by replacement collision seuqencos of lo.s.s than three ;iloins. It is

very difficult to understand how these exchanges c;in bo brought about

with loss than two olootrun volts of energy per atom.
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